
How to find 
 
H.C.M. Capital Management AG 
Denninger Straße 130 
D-81927 München 
Tel.: +49. (0)89. – 9 27 97-0 

 
By public transport 
 
From Munich Airport:  
With the S8 train to Daglfing. From there take the number 188 bus in the direction of 
Unterföhring and get off at the Vollmannstraße stop. H.C.M. Capital Management AG is 
located directly at the junction of Denningerstraße, Vollmannstraße, and Weltenburgerstraße.  
 
From Munich Central Railway Station:  
Take the U4 underground (Arabellapark) to the Richard-Strauss-Straße stop. Get off the 
underground there (take the stairs on the left) and walk in the direction of Richard-Strauss-
Straße / Denningerstraße. From there take the number 187 bus in the direction of 
Ostbahnhof and get off at the Vollmannstraße stop or take the number 188 bus in the 
direction of Daglfing/Bahnhof (Railway Station) and get off at the Vollmannstraße stop. 
H.C.M. Capital Management AG is located directly at the junction of Denningerstraße, 
Vollmannstraße, and Weltenburgerstraße. 
  
By car 
 
Coming from the Salzburg direction (A8):  
Drive on the A8 until the highway ends in Munich, then turn left on to Innsbrucker Ring. Stay 
on this road (changes to Leuchtenberg Ring with a subway and then to Richard-Strauss-
Straße). Get in the right lane on Richard-Strauss-Straße and turn right at the 
Denningerstraße junction (in front of the HYPO high-rise), then stay on that road. At the 
Vollmannstraße / Weltenburgerstraße junction you will see H.C.M. Capital Management AG. 
Turn right into Weltenburgerstraße and in around 50 meters drive into the underground 
garage on your left.  
 
Coming from the Stuttgart direction (A8):  
Drive on the A8 to the Gröbenzell junction (Eschenrieder Spange), turn right on to the A99 
(direction of Salzburg / Munich Trade Fair). Stay on the A 99 to the München Nord [Munich 
North] junction, turn right on to the A9 (direction of Munich) and continue to the end. The A9 
becomes Schenkendorfstraße (then Isarring then Richard-Strauss-Straße). Shortly before 
Effnerplatz get into the left lane and at the Denningerstraße junction (beside the HYPO high 
rise) turn left and stay on that road. At the Vollmannstraße / Weltenburgerstraße junction you 
will see H.C.M. Capital Management AG. Turn right into Weltenburgerstraße and in around 
50 meters drive into the underground garage on your left.  
 
Coming from the Nuremberg direction (A8):  
Stay on the A9 until it ends, it becomes Schenkendorfstraße (then Isarring then Richard-
Strauss-Straße). Shortly before Effnerplatz get into the left lane and at the Denningerstraße 
junction (beside the HYPO high rise) turn left and stay on that road. At the Vollmannstraße / 
Weltenburgerstraße junction you will see H.C.M. Capital Management AG. Turn right into 
Weltenburgerstraße and in around 50 meters drive into the underground garage on your left. 
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